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Establishment
Executive Unit was established by Cabinet Resolution No. (454) of 2009.

The role
Hosting and housing of IDPs, coordinating their humanitarian work, monitoring the services provided to IDPs according to the humanitarian standards.
Properties

01 Supervision

It operates under the supervision of the Prime Minister

02 Reference

Its regulations and references are derived from humanitarian standards
Our Tasks

Management
- Camps management and coordination
- Supervising the works and its employees

Monitoring and evaluation
- Quality control of services
- and make sure to protect human rights

Hosting IDPs
- Determine the lands to set up camps in urban areas
- Hosting and registering IDPs and determining their needs

Coordination
- Coordination of humanitarian response

Facilitating tasks
- Facilitating the work of humanitarian agencies
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Transferring of IDPs
Searching for alternative land
Taking IDPs’ opinion and consulted them in transferring
Relocation
Transferring of IDPs

Showing a case
Zahra Khalil camp
Benefits from Experience

**Benefits for IDPs**

- Security and stability of IDPs
- Providing an environment for humanitarian agencies for safe investment
- Creating a suitable environment for thinking of durable solutions
- Easy access by organizations to IDPs
- Creating a state of harmony between IDPs and the host community
- Ease of access for IDPs to the services providers

**Partnership experience**
Partnership Prospects

Vision
Arranging the humanitarian action

Securing the land

Comprehensiveness of cooperation

Prospects

Aim
Efficiency in serving IDPs

Reducing evictions
The Importance of the Experience and the Necessity of Its Sustainability

- It is essential for cooperation between organizations and government agencies.
- Generalizing the experience in the different activities.
- Participating in finding lasting solutions.
- Generalizing the benefits of the experience.
The Difficulties

- The need for training
- Lack of a unified database
- The lack of capabilities to cover all regions
- The security situation
- Not all partners are involved in the experience
The Importance of Generalizing the Experience

The importance of generalizing the experience

- Positive view from society
- Common understanding of the problems
- Ease of solving problems
- Creating a safe and stable environment for IDPs
- Providing a condition of sustainability